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Key of Success for individual brokers and traders in the oil industry
Are you at the opinion to have wasted precious time in the Oil industry?
Are you at the opinion to have neglected your family?
Are you at the opinion to have thrown without sense money into a hole?
Are you at the opinion to have fallen into certain assents?
Are you at the opinion to have spent pointlessly enormous amounts of travelling expenses, hotel
accommodation, meetings, business lunches, telephone costs etc. etc?
Are you ready to change your life, to have success, to give to your family a future and stability, than you
should immediately demand and fulfill the MII application form, pay the application fees and start as MII
broker with the credential given by the MII in form of Letter of representative and MII certificate
qualifying you as MII broker to open the door to your future and the respective buyer to transact fruitful
transaction with a guaranteed benefit in form of fees and commission. The MII Broker will be or become
entitled to receive the brokerage fees and/or benefits from the MII for making the necessary
arrangements in accordance with their instructions described in te application agreement according to
§18 Payment of Brokerage Fee.
Well, If the above facts are in your specific case appropriate and you identify yourself in this person, then
you should draw not only a line, but also contact our Compliance Department to come out from this
situation and to restart successful as broker and trader appointed by the MII, because working with a
Letter of representative of the MII and in addition using an MII corporate email account to manage your
correspondence and any queries regarding outstanding requirements coming from the respective buyer
and seller (oil company, producer, supplier, end-user), is without exaggerate the Key of success and will
open the door for you to the respective buyer.
We believe that we don’t must explain to you that there is worldwide more than 200,000 brokers and
traders in the oil industry and of it approx. 60% are in the United States what every year desperately try to
organize an oil sale between a buyer and seller (oil company, producer, supplier, end-user) in hope to
receive by this noble gesture fees and commission and we have no doubt that all this brokers and traders
are doing their best that works for them, unfortunately this isn’t what works for the oil company,
producer, supplier, end-user, because more than 90% of inquiries from brokers and traders lands in the
garbage without being taken in consideration and from the remaining 10%, only a small percentage of 3%
receive in reality an adequate compensation in form of a fee and commission and those are only the one
that secured their proper interest with a fees and commission agreement, all the others receive,
regrettably, nothing, because they not only acted credulous, but have also counted on certain verbal
assents without taken in consideration that in case of a judicial discussion the court only can consider
facts and documents in form of commission agreement and no verbal assents around to accept a
complaint.
You already could see on our website some information and from these you could also infer that the MII
Holding owns a very structured sales-oriented network and this permits us to have direct contact to all our
customers and in particular to offer our products with the best service, very good conditions and discount
that as can be proved none of our competitors could underbid.
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The MII owns a unique sales concept and this have made the MII to one of the leading supplier of fuel oil,
because part of this unique sales concept are our licensed MII representatives that we have selected in
the respective area and land to market and sale our products. With this unique sales concept the MII
avoids the interest of conflicts with other MII representatives from all over the world, because each of our
licensed MII representatives has the permission of being active for selling the products of the MII in his
territory, area or land only without interfering in the respective area and land of other MII
representatives.
Should you belong to the brokers and traders in the oil industry what spent every year indescribable
amounts for travelling, hotel accommodation, meetings, business lunches, telephone costs etc. etc. in
hope of trying to organize an oil sale between an oil company, producer, supplier, seller and buyer (enduser) without success, than you should continuing to read the information we have published on this site!
Should you belong to the brokers and traders in the oil industry what was able to organize successful an
oil sale between an oil company, producer, supplier, seller and buyer (end-user), however without ever
have being received a compensation in form of fees and commission from the company, producer,
supplier, seller and buyer (end-user), than you should continuing to read the information we have
published on this site, because in the following publication you will find very sensitive and important
information that could help and assist you not only to organize successful the sale between an oil
company, producer, supplier, seller and buyer (end-user), but also to avoid of being circumvented and
protect your proper fees and commission.
One of the key point why the majority of the brokers and traders haven’t success in the oil industries lies
with the fact that they try of course to work with inquiries which are sent from someone else however,
without taking in consideration that behind the sender of such an inquiry could be probably another
broker and trader and not a potential end-buyer, because potential buyer and end-user turn for this kind
of enquiries directly to the oil company, producer and supplier and not to other brokers, and traders.
Let us give you (for free) some good advice, coming from more than 40 years of experience in this
business what has cost us a lot of money and years of hard work to gain this experience, but we are giving
it to you for free, so this is your lucky day to get something valuable for free!!).
1. Most of the brokers and traders make the mistake to contact the respective buyer and seller (oil
company, producer, supplier, end-user) without being in possession of a single credential as for
example Letter of representative, Attestation of mandate position or power of attorney that they
got from the respective buyer and seller (oil company, producer, supplier, end-user) and this isn’t
only unprofessional but worthless, because and as already said, more than 90% of inquiries from
brokers and traders lands in the garbage without being taken in consideration.
2. Each broker and trader should ask the respective buyer and seller (oil company, producer,
supplier, end-user) to equip the broker and trader with the necessary credential with which the
respective buyer and seller (oil company, producer, supplier, end-user) is authorizing the broker
and trader to act on his behalf.
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3. Should a broker and trader not being in possession of this kind of documents from the respective
buyer and seller (oil company, producer, supplier, end-user) than please hesitate to contact the
respective buyer and seller, because neither a respective buyer nor a seller would waste his
precious time and would in addition take it in consideration to trade, to accept an inquiry sent by
a broker and trader which isn’t able to provide the necessary credential in form of Letter of
representative, Attestation of mandate position or power of attorney.
4. Sales, Purchase and supply agreements of crude oil and refined fuel oil are concluded between
seller and buyer within 14 days period, because the seller and buyer know each other from the
Know How, and waste therefore no precious time with the exchange of credentials, Letter of
representative, Attestation of mandate position or Power of attorney that as usual brokers and
traders use to establish the first contact to the respective buyer and seller (oil company, producer,
supplier, end-user).
5. Brokers and traders that try to organize an oil sale between the respective buyer and seller (oil
company, producer, supplier, end-user) needs unfortunately much more time to establish the
contact and business relationship between the respective buyer and seller (oil company,
producer, supplier, end-user). We know from firsthand that more than 90% of the transactions
started by brokers and traders isn’t successful, bursts itself like a air bubble and caused to the
broker and trader costs and expenses without having a benefit.
6. This is unfortunately the truth and obviously lies, regrettably, with the fact that the brokers and
traders as can be proved doesn’t owns some kind of credential in form nor a Letter of
representative, Attestation of mandate position or Power of attorney to convince an oil company,
producer, supplier, seller and buyer (end-user), and this is a HANDICAP that we as MII can resolve
while proposing to individual brokers and traders not only a letter of representative (LOR) to act
on behalf of the MII (Sample can be demanded from the MII Compliance Department) but in
addition also a corporate email account, that without exaggerate is the Key of success and will
open the door to the respective buyer and seller (oil company, producer, supplier, end-user).
7. Please note that from the moment that the demand of being an MII broker and trader is
approved, the Applicant are not only listed as MII broker or trader on the MII website but in
addition will also receive his own and personal MII corporate email account and is empowered to
act as appointed MII broker or trader and with it the broker or trader have the authorization to
use the whole MII service and Network and any queries regarding outstanding requirements
coming from the respective buyer and seller (oil company, producer, supplier, end-user).
8. We have however, also to inform all applicants as brokers and traders that the sales of oil
products and refined fuels independently whether is sold by the MII Oil Holding, Chevron, ExxonMobil, British Petroleum, Shell or Total are not marketed how the they fancy it and if a broker or
trader think that they can receive an offer or other official document from an oil company like the
MII Oil Holding, Chevron, Exxon-Mobil, British Petroleum, Shell or Total based on a simply email
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and inquiry or worthless Letter of Intent (LOI) that is no longer conform and valid after the US
substantive law to the exclusion of its rules of conflicts of law and the UN Convention on contracts
for the International Sale of Goods from Vienna, 11th April 1980 [CISG], then we must disappoint
you, unfortunately, because to receive around official document, never mind an Full Corporate
Offer (FCO) from an oil company like the MII Oil Holding you need not only to send your email and
the inquiry but also an Irrevocable Corporate Purchase Order (ICPO) appointed by some kind of
credential in form of a Letter of representative, Attestation of mandate position or Power of
attorney.
Now reading all this information, are you ready to change your life and after all the bad experiences to
made a new start without risks, without wasting longer other precious time and in addition also receive
fees and commissions that is guaranteed and assured by a regularly MII-GTC broker agreement and not by
worthless assents or promises, and have you enough experience in the oil business, then you should click
on contract logo that leads you automatically on the website where you can fulfill and complete the
application form of being approved as MII broker.
CERTIFICATE (SAMPLE) CONFERRED TO MII BROKER

MII OIL HOLDING
1201 Hays Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32301, United States
FL. Company Corp. N°: P11000105256
UNG M Reg . Numb er 10 73 10
UNation (UNCSD) Supplier N0: 49418

SAMPLE CERTIFICATE AS MII BROKER
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CERTIFICATE NUMBER
V2 GTC Agreement Form
N°: 000XX/MII/ /USA-IMEX

We, the MII Oil Holding Inc, FL. Company Corp. N°: P11000105256, with registered office in 1201 Hays Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32301, United States, hereby declare that we have
prepared and conferred on this ___, of ____________2018/2019 to Mr. ____________________, ______________ citizen, with Passport Number: __________, resident in ____________________, _______________,
______________, United Sates of America, these present certificate as MII broker authorizing Mr. ____________________ to represent the MII Oil Holdings Inc., with his best knowledge and believe in all
matters before all types of administrative authorities as well as with respect to all third parties.
Mr. _________________________ is specially empowered to trade and to organize the sales and purchase of crude oil, refined petroleum products, subject to final joint review and
approval by the Chairman and Chief Executive Officer or by the executive board of the MII Oil Holding. Mr. ____________________ is furthermore empowered to receive on behalf of the MII Oil Holding
Inc., data subject to data protections which has been processed in the public or private sphere. We shall submit the courts of material jurisdiction for all disputes arising from the contractual
relationship upon which this certificate as MII broker for the United Sates is based.

This present certificate as MII broker is geographical limited to the state of ___________________, United States of America, comes in force on this ____, of __________ 2018/2019 and is
valid for five (5) years, can be however also suspended, revoked or cancelled in case of coarse-careless action and misrepresentation without prior notification by the Chairman of the Board and
Chief Executive Officer His Excellency Marquis Dr. Armando Mormina or other Executive board members of the MII Oil Holding.
Signed by
Baron Giuseppe Mormina
Senior Vice Chairman

Whiteness and approved by
Marquis Dr. Armando Mormina
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Corporate Signature

Corporate Signature

Corporate Seal MII Oil Holding Inc
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